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I. INTRODUCTION
The cubic Laves phases RT 2 (R = rare earth, T = transition metal) series magnetic materials were studied intensively because of their unique electronic and magnetic structures, which lead to many physical properties such as giant magnetocaloric effect, magnetoresisitance [1, 2] , and hydrogen storage capacity [3] . Typical Laves phases include the cubic C 15 (MgCu 2 ), hexagonal C 14 (MgZn 2 ), and hexagonal C 36 (MgNi 2 ) [3] . They are ideal magnetic systems in which to study the effect of atomic occupation and f-d orbital electron localization on magnetic and electronic properties [4] .
Wang et al. [5, 6] discovered RNi 2 Mn (R = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er) compounds, which crystallize in the cubic MgCu 2 -type structure (F d3 m, space group). Recently, it was reported that RCo 2 Mn with R = Ho and Er also crystallize in the cubic MgCu 2 -type structure [2] . It was found that the introduction of Mn into RT 2 (T is 3d or 4d transition metal) compounds led to a significant modification of magnetic properties such as the Curie temperature [2, 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , magnetic entropy change [4] , saturation moment [2] , the nature of the magnetic transition [4] , and so on. It is accepted that the Curie temperature can be raised significantly with Mn doping due to the enhanced 3d transition-metal ion interactions [5, 6] . It is of interest that the RT 2 Mn compounds were isostructural to RT 2 with the * jianli@uow.edu.au † cheng@uow.edu.au MgCu 2 -type structure, although the ratio of the R to T is 1:3 [2, 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and the Mn was observed to occupy both the R and T sites. All the above modified magnetic properties and crystal structure inspired more work on related series materials such as ErCo 2 Mn [2] , HoNi 2 Mn [9] , DyNi 2 Mn [5, 6] , and TbNi 2 Mn [6, 7] .
However, there is little systematic research specifically on the RT 2 Mn x (x up to 1.0) series since the crystal structure is unstable when significant Mn is added. For example, GdNi 2 Mn x (0 x 0.6) alloys were successfully synthesized and characterized by XRD. When the Mn concentration increases to a certain level (x 0.35), a second phase with rhombohedral PuNi 3 -type (R3m) structure starts to form [10] . Recently, the investigation on ErCo 2 Mn x (x = 0 to 0.8) also found that, when x 0.8, the alloys are almost single phase (MgCu 2 -type Laves-phase structure), while a second phase with cubic Th 6 Mn 23 -type structure appears for larger x values [11] .
Previous investigations of the TbCo 2 compound indicated that TbCo 2 has the MgCu 2 -type structure and shows paramagnetic behavior at room temperature. When cooled to lower temperature, it exhibits a rhombohedral distortion around the Curie temperature T C (= 240 K) (from paramagnetism to ferrimagnetism). The Tb-Co coupling is antiferromagnetic with a larger moment in Tb site and almost equal Co moments at the 3b and 9e sites. The nature of the magnetic transition (PM to FM) in TbCo 2 was indicated to be second order according to Arrott plots [9, [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, relying solely on Arrott plots to decide the nature of transition is not always prudent [16, 17] . In this paper, we present a detailed investigation on structural and magnetic properties of TbCo 2 Mn x (x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3) compounds using variable temperature neutron diffraction and synchrotron x-ray diffraction. Analysis of the temperature dependent neutron diffraction data shows that the nature of magnetic transition in TbCo 2 is first order with a sharp volume change near T C . However, this first order magnetic phase transition for x = 0 changes to second order after the introduction of Mn. We plotted master curves of the magnetic entropy changes [18, 19] to clearly identify the transformation from first order to second order, as well as detailed refinement of diffraction data near the magnetic phase transition temperature to verify the change in crystal structure. Finally, the critical behavior around T C was investigated using 
II. EXPERIMENT
The polycrystalline TbCo 2 Mn x compounds with x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 were prepared by arc melting the constituent elements of 99.9% purity under argon atmosphere. The values of x referred to hereafter are these nominal ratios of the starting mixture materials. Note 3% additional Mn was added initially to compensate nonproportionate losses of Mn during the arcmelting and annealing process. We have evaluated the loss by measuring the weight of materials before and after preparation; the error in x is less than 3%. The prepared ingots were wrapped in tantalum foil and sealed in quartz glass tubes under vacuum and annealed at 1173 K for 7 days and then quenched into ice water. All the samples were checked with x-ray powder diffraction at room temperature using a PANalytical diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The dc magnetization measurements and heat capacity were performed using a Quantum Design physical properties measurement system (PPMS) from 5 K to 340 K, and from 2 K to 320 K, respectively. The magnetic and structural transitions were investigated via neutron diffraction experiments at the Wombat (high-intensity powder diffractometer) at the OPAL facility (Lucas Height, Australia) with a neutron wavelength of 2.4139Å from 5 K to 400 K. The crystal structure transitions were also examined by the synchrotron x-ray powder diffraction at the Australian Synchrotron using a wavelength of 0.6884Å at temperatures from 90 K to 400 K.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Crystal structure at room temperature Room temperature XRD was performed to check that all the samples were single phase. The Rietveld refinement confirmed that TbCo 2 Mn 0.1 , TbCo 2 Mn 0.2 , and TbCo 2 Mn 0.3 all have the same crystal structure as the parent compound TbCo 2 [cubic with F d3 m space group shown in Fig. 1(a) ]. We have adopted the similar refinement approach as described in Refs. [5, 6] to assume that Mn atoms are located at both Tb and Co 
B. Magnetic phase transition
The magnetization versus temperature curves for Curie temperature T C is defined as the point where the slope of the temperature dependent dM/dT curve is a minimum. It can be seen clearly that, with the x value increasing from 0 to 0.3, T C increases from 230 K to 284 K, 320 K, and 332 K, respectively [see inset of Fig. 2(a) ]. The increase in T C with Mn concentration x can be ascribed to enhanced exchange interactions between the 3d transition metals [8, 20] .
The magnetic hysteresis loops at 5 K for each sample are shown in Fig. 2(b) . We can see directly that as Mn content increases the saturation magnetic moment M S decreases with increasing x while the coercivity H C increases. From Fig. 2(c) , it can be seen that the M S value decreases from 125 A m 2 /kg to 119 A m 2 /kg, 111 A m 2 /kg, and 99 A m 2 /kg, with the value of x increasing from 0 to 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively. It is well accepted in rare earth transition metal compounds that heavy rare earth moments couple antiferromagnetically with transition metal moments. If we assume here therefore that the Tb-sublattice moments also couple in an antiparallel fashion and are constant with increasing Mn moment, then the decrease in Ms with increasing x indicates that the Mn atoms carry a magnetic moment in line with that concluded by the neutron diffraction analysis in Sec. VII. Meanwhile, the coercive field H C increases from 0.09 T to 0.19 T, 0.25 T, and 0.29 T with x value increasing from 0 to 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively. The increased coercive fields suggest that the crystal symmetry of the compound was reduced, with anisotropy being enhanced after more Mn was introduced. from curved hysteresis loops to overlapping straight lines. Moreover, it can be seen that the hysteresis loss for all the series samples (x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3) are negligible. The latter is desirable for increased magnetic refrigeration working efficiency for the materials [8] .
To determine the magnetic entropy changes S M from the isothermal magnetization curves, the standard Maxwell relationship was used as follows:
The calculated temperature dependent magnetic entropy changes for the From Fig. 4 , it can be seen that for each sample there is a peak of magnetic entropy change − S max near the Curie temperature for each magnetic field change (0 T to 5 T) associated with the magnetic transition from the paramagnetic to the ferromagnetic state. Comparing the peak values, it is found that TbCo 2 has the largest − S max value of 6.0 J kg rescaled temperature ࣸ was specified as follows [18, 19] :
where T r1 and T r2 is the temperature point where there is half maximum value of the peak magnetic entropy change, respectively (T r2 < T peak < T r1 ). In turn these curves can be used to indicate the nature of the magnetic transitions. From  Figs. 4(e) to 4(h), it is very obvious that the entropy curves of the x = 0 sample are highly dispersed for different magnetic field changes, while all the Mn doped sample normalization curves are overlapping for different fields. This is strong evidence suggesting the introduction of Mn does change the nature of the magnetic transition from the first order to the second order.
D. Critical behavior at the magnetic phase transition temperature
From Fig. 5(a) for TbCo 2 , it can be found that an "s" shaped curve appears in the Arrott plot of M 2 vs B/M at 235 K, indicating that the magnetic transition of TbCo 2 is a first order transition. While for Figs. 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d), only positive slopes are present, so it can be concluded that all transitions in these compounds are second order. The implication of this observation is that the addition of Mn into TbCo 2 leads to a change of magnetic transition order from first order to second order.
In order to get a better understanding of the critical behaviors around the transition temperatures in these compounds with second order transitions, we carried out an analysis of critical exponents using the Kouvel-Fisher (KF) method. The KF method can be described as follows [21] :
where M S (T ) and χ Fig. 2(a) . Moreover, for all the samples the derived values are close to β = 0.5 and γ = 1.0 as shown in Fig. 6(a) , Fig. 7(a) , and Fig. 8(a) .
The value of δ can be obtained by a linear fit to the higher field plots ln(M) vs ln(B) near T C as shown in the insets in Fig. 6(b), Fig. 7(b) , and Fig. 8(b) , according to the following equation [22] :
where A 0 are the critical amplitudes. In addition, the value of δ can also be deduced using the Widom scaling relation [8, 20] :
All of the values derived for the critical exponents β, γ , and δ have been listed in Table I . One can conclude that for all the second order transitions of these three samples, the values of β, γ , and δ are close to 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 within allowable experimental error, respectively. This indicates that the magnetic interactions in these compounds have long range order. Finally, using the scaling theory in the critical region, the reliability of exponents β and γ can be confirmed by the following equation [21] :
where ε is the reduced temperature, (T −T C )/T C and f + and f − are regular analytical functions above and below T C , respectively. The values of β and γ obtained through the 064425-7 Kouvel-Fisher method [see Fig. 6(a) , Fig. 7(a) , and Fig. 8(a) ] can then be used to obtain the M/ε β versus H/ε (β+γ ) curves as shown in Fig. 6(c), Fig. 7(c) , and Fig. 8(c) . The resulting curves can be grouped in one of two clear types, one for temperatures above T C and the other one for temperatures below T C . From the nature of the plots it can be concluded that all the calculated exponents β and γ and the corresponding T C are reliable for each sample.
E. Heat capacity
The temperature dependent heat capacity for TbCo 2 Mn 0.1 at B = 0 T is shown in Fig. 9 . An obvious peak appears at 284 K which is ascribed to the ferromagnetic transition of TbCo 2 Mn 0.1 . The total heat capacity C(T) of a metallic magnetic material can be described as the sum of various contributions from phonons, electrons, and magnon [23] :
where C ph ,C el , and C m are the lattice, electronic, and magnetic contributions, respectively. At lower temperature (T 10 K) with the absence of a nearby magnetic phase transition, the heat capacity can be approximated as
where γ and β are the electronic and phonon heat capacity coefficients, respectively. By applying a linear fitting approach to the low temperature specific heat at of TbCo 2 Mn 0.1 , one can obtain the values of γ = 30.5 mJ/mol K 2 and β = 4.6 × 10 −4 J/mol K 4 . The electronic density of states N(E F ) at the Fermi surface can be described by the formula [24] 
where k B is the Boltzmann constant. Using the value derived above, the N (E F ) can be calculated to be 3.04 state/eV atom compared with 2.0 state/eV for similar material TbNi 2 [25] . Similarly, the Debye temperature θ D can also be deduced from [23] 
where R is the universal gas constant and the number of atoms n = 3.1 f.u. The Debye temperature θ D for TbCo 2 Mn 0.1 was derived to be 235 K, which is close to the value reported for TbNi 2 Mn (θ D = 200 K) [20] .
F. Magnetoelastic coupling: Synchrotron and neutron diffraction
The x-ray diffraction patterns (synchrotron radiation) along with the Rietveld refined results at T = 90 K (magnetic state) and T = 300 K (paramagnetic state) for TbCo 2 Mn 0.1 are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. In this case of TbCo 2 Mn 0.1 for synchrotron x-ray diffraction at 300 K, the pattern factor, R p , the weighted pattern factor, R wp , and the expected pattern factor R exp are found to be 5.41%, 6.79%, and 2.66%, respectively. For the pattern at 90 K, the values of R p , R wp , and R exp are 5.91, 7.54, and 2.97, respectively.
From refinements of XRD patterns at variable temperatures, we found for all the TbCo 2 Mn x compounds that the structures exhibit a rhombohedral distortion below T C . This transformation from the cubic to the rhombohedral structure is illustrated by a magnified plot in Fig. 10(c 3b, and 16d) . Between the two vertical dashed lines is the phase transition region with possible both rhombohedral and cubic structure apparently present. details of the structural features around T C can be observed from our high resolution x-ray powder diffraction study. For example, the temperature dependences of the synchrotron diffraction patterns near the RT cubic [220] peak are shown in Figs. 11(a) , 11(b), and 11(c). It can be seen that below the Curie temperature T C (marked by the white horizontal line), the [220] peak transforms into two smaller separated peaks as the temperature is lowered following a period of distortion. The peak transformation can be observed more clearly in the plot of temperature dependent peak widths shown in Fig. 11 peak distortion with further cooling. When the peak width nominally assigned to [220] is observed to become much broader than that above T C , it reflects that the peak has transformed into the two new peaks as shown in Figs. 11(a) , 11(b), and 11(c). Clearly we can conclude that there is a structural transition, cubic to rhombohedral, concurrent with the magnetic state change from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic. However, it cannot be definitively determined from current data whether this transformation proceeds via a rhombohedral distortion process or a period of phase coexistence.
In order to determine the magnetic structure and derive magnetic information, we carried out a variable temperature neutron diffraction study (5 K to 400 K). This neutron diffrac- 6c, 3b, and 16d) . Between the two vertical dashed lines is the phase transition region with possible both rhombohedral and cubic structure apparently present.
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tion data, including refinements carried out with the Fullprof package, are shown in Fig. 12 to Fig. 16 for x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively, and main results are listed in Table II . The results of the atomic occupancies (Tb, Co, and Mn) in both the cubic and rhombohedral structures estimated via the refinements are listed in Table III . In order to compare directly between the lattice parameters of the cubic structure (F d3 m) and the rhombohedral structure (R3m) at the transition, we modify the rhombohedral lattice parameters by using a × √ 2 and c/ √ 3. The results for x = 0 are shown in Fig 13. The variation in lattice parameters (a × √ 2 and c/ √ 3), with temperature below T C display strong anisotropy: the lattice parameter a × √ 2 (red solid circles) increases monotonically while c/ √ 3(red solid stars) decreases with increasing temperature. At T C the crystal structure transforms from rhombohedral to cubic above which a increases monotonically with temperature. The temperature dependence of the cell volume [ Fig. 13(b) ] exhibits behavior typical of a first order transition with a noticeable drop near T C . In contrast with TbCo 2 , the temperature variation of the lattice parameter a × √ 2 in the Mn doped compounds tends to become less pronounced but c/ √ 3 still increases monotonically. The combined effect therefore is a more pronounced change in volume in the Mn doped cases. In addition a theoretical estimate based on Debye theory and using the Debye temperature θ D obtained from data of Fig. 9 (dash lines) is also plotted for the x = 0.1 case in Fig. 14(b) . The spontaneous volume magnetostriction ω s (= V m /V ) at 5 K for x = 0.1 is calculated to be 8.5 × 10 −3 . In our refinement, it is assumed that the moments of the magnetic atoms in the compound have a collinear alignment similar to the model described in the investigation for TbCo 2 [26] . The Tb moment is derived to be 9.21 μ B at 5 K, while the Co moments at the 3b site and the 9e site are 1.85 μ B and 1.60 μ B , respectively. Since the limitation of data resolution would not support the increased number of refinement parameters for the compounds containing Mn, we derive only the average moment for each site as shown in Figs. 14-16. As an example, the parameters resulting from refinement of the neutron diffraction patterns at 5 K and near T C for all the TbCo 2 Mn x compounds are listed in Table II . It can be seen that the average moment at the rare earth site decreases with increasing Mn content, which indicates that some Mn atoms substitute onto this site and carry a magnetic moment that couples antiferromagnetically with the Tb.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Compounds TbCo 2 Mn x (x = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3) with cubic MgCu 2 -type structure at 300 K have been successfully synthesized. Our study of the magnetic properties in the series indicates that magnetic phase transition for the TbCo 2 compound is first order, but the addition of Mn changes the nature of the transition to second order. Furthermore, the addition of Mn into TbCo 2 compounds leads to a significant increase in T C but an obvious reduction of spontaneous magnetization. A detailed analysis of critical exponent of the magnetic behavior around T C shows that these systems indeed undergo a second order phase transition and that the magnetic exchange interaction is long range. Our high resolution x-ray powder diffraction study confirms that all compounds crystallize in the cubic Laves phase C15 structure above their Curie temperature T C and transform to a rhombohedral phase (space group R3m) below T C . Magnetic structure and magnetic moments below T C have been determined through a variable temperature neutron diffraction investigation.
